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Modeling the Enterprise Digital Twin: Towards an Open
Platform for Analytics & Compliance Operations

Marc Frerichs1, Markus Nüttgens1

Abstract: With its origins in the manufacturing and production sector, the concept of the Digital Twin
has now become firmly established. Companies are increasingly relying on the potential advantages of
operating a digital representation of their corporate structure with the Digital Twin of an Organization.
This is done by incorporating relevant dynamic and operational data on the slower-changing structural
data of traditional business. This paper deals with the question of how a digital twin can be designed
and actually implemented, particularly taking into account data and processes extracted from business
information systems. A real, implemented use case is used to show how operational decision-making
can be supported by a digital twin and what role the concept of Hybrid Intelligence plays in this
context. The findings of this work are the basis for an open platform for business analytics and resulting
(semi-)automated actions, e.g., for implementation of compliance operations such as double payment
analysis.
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1 Introduction

According to Gartner, the concept of the Digital Twin (DT) is one of the most emerging
innovations (“innovation profiles”) [Da21]. DT is the most widely used innovation profile,
showing the need for organizations to consider the impacts of their innovations. While DTs
have been firmly established in the domain of manufacturing, companies are increasingly
relying on the potential advantages of operating a digital representation of their corporate
structure with the Digital Twin of an Organization (DTO). However, the creation of a DTO
is a grand challenge [AHW21; Ca20], e.g., because the boundaries of an organization are
not clear. In this paper, we propose the notion of the so-called Enterprise Digital Twin
(EDT)—an approach for a generic/reference architecture to support the creation of DTOs in
an enterprise context, i.e., especially aiming for organizations using business information
systems such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. Furthermore, we conduct a
case study to show feasibility of the approach by developing and using a software prototype.
In this work, we address the following research questions:

RQ1: How can an EDT architecture be designed?Using Design Science Research (DSR),
especially design principle induction, we derive a generic system architecture representing
fundamental parts relevant to the realization of a DTO.
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RQ2: How can a DTO based on the EDT architecture be implemented? By conducting
a case study, including the development of a software prototype, we show how a DTO can
be implemented on the basis of the EDT architecture.

The paper is structured as follows: First, the background and related work is discussed briefly.
Afterwards, the methodology is described. The next section deals with the development of
the EDT architecture. This is followed by a case study in the context of double payment
analysis. The paper closes with a conclusion and outlook.

2 Background

DTs [Gr14] have emerged as a popular research field and also seem to raise high expectations
in practice. A high level of relevance can be observed above all in the area of manufacturing,
but also in aviation and health care [BCF19]. A DTO [KK21] aims to represent the elements
and connections of an organizational system in virtual models in order to continuously
simulate and analyze the behavior of the organization [Ca20]. Process Mining [Aa16] can
help to facilitate such a DTO by providing methods to discover the control-flow model
[PA21]. Van der Aalst et al. propose Hybrid Intelligence (HI)—“the ability to achieve
complex goals by combining human and artificial intelligence” [De19b]—to make DTOs
more resilient to unprecedented situations, and thus coined the term Resilient Digital Twin
[AHW21]. To the best of our knowledge, existing approaches in the context of generic or
reusable DT architectures primarily focus on industrial cases like Cyber-Physical Production
Systems or Industry 4.0 [Bo21].

3 Methodology

The research presented follows the research approach of Design Science Research (DSR),
which aims to develop artifacts that contribute to the solution of an existing problem [He04].
Österle et al. [Ös11] suggest a framework that divides DSR into the phases analysis, design,
evaluation, and diffusion. Accordingly, our paper is structured corresponding to these phases
(Fig. 1). For the design of the proposed artifacts, we used design principles induction
[KGM12] to determine design principles (DPs) as the basis for an EDT architecture, and
prototyping to develop a software artifact that implements the intended core functionality
[NJ82]. DPs are generic, high-level representations derived from (meta-)requirements (MRs)
[Ko16]. After analyzing existing knowledge regarding the realization of DTs in an enterprise
context, we distill challenges and requirements. From these requirements, we derive DPs,
which are the basis for a generic, high-level EDT architecture. For the implementation of
a prototype, design decisions (DDs), i.e., instantiable and tangible features, are deduced.
Several scholars highlight the importance of rigorous evaluation in design science-oriented
research [RSB09; VPB12]. We therefore evaluate the proposed notion of an EDT by
implementing a working prototype and validate it against a real-world scenario in a case
study.
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Fig. 1: DSR phases applied in this paper

4 Enterprise Digital Twin

Approaching a characterisation of DTs in general, different definitions, challenges, require-
ments, or properties can be named [Jo20; Se21]. Arguably the lowest common denominator
in defining the concept of DT is that it is a digital representation of a real-world entity or
system with bi-directional data connections [Gr14]. One area of application that has gained
importance in recent years is the representation of an organization using DTs, also called
DTO. Creating a DTO is one of the grand challenges in information systems [AHW21;
Ca20]. With our work we want to narrow down the concept of a DTO a little and establish
the notion of the EDT. The EDT provides a basic framework for realization of a DTO based
on data extracted from enterprise information systems and intends to provide orientation
when developing such DTOs. The approach is independent of a specific application scenario
and instead provides a reference for the implementation of a concrete DTO. In this section,
we first examine challenges and requirements, after which meta-requirements are derived.
We then induce generic DPs and propose an architecture that corresponds to these principles.
The EDT architecture and respective DPs are the basis for the deduction of concrete DDs.

4.1 Challenges and Requirements

Based on the definition by Caporuscio et al. [Ca20], essential aspects of a DTO can be
inferred: DTOs should be able to represent all elements and connections of an organization
in virtual models, which can be perpetually simulated and analyzed to achieve continuous
assessment and optimization of the organization. Van der Aalst [Aa21a] derives an abstract
definition of a DT by describing the differences between a digital model, a digital shadow,
a DT, and a resilient DT. By introducing resilient DTs, Van der Aalst et al. [AHW21]
complement the three definitions with a type of DT in which HI [De19a] comes into play.
The complementary strengths of HI are presented in two scenarios [Aa21b; De19b]: (1) AI
in the loop of human intelligence—support in decision-making by humans using AI, and (2)
human intelligence in the loop of AI—humans continuously train machine learning models
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to improve the results of the AI. Becker and Pentland [BP22] state that organizations involve
agents, typically human, with the ability to make choices and learn from experience. The
bi-directional data connection between DT and reality is also referred to as twinning [Jo20].
To ensure twinning, continuous data updates are necessary. Furthermore, both historical
and current data is needed as a basis of a DT [AHW21]. Thus, for the operation of an
EDT, both initial (for historical data) and continuous data transfer (for current/real-time
data) are required. With regard to data extraction, especially in terms of process mining,
but in data-driven projects in general, scholars state that about 80% of the time is spent
with ETL-related activities such as data access or data preparation [Sa21]. We therefore
deduce that this problem must also be dominant in the context of DTs. When it comes to
relevant data for an EDT, it must be specified how the state and behavior of information
systems are represented in an EDT. According to Polyvyanyy and Van der Werf [PW20],
data and processes in information systems go hand in hand. Becker and Pentland [BP22]
state that organizations include multiple, interdependent processes. We deduce that both
data—in business information systems one often speaks of documents, business objects or
events—as well as different types of processes must be mapped in an EDT. As stated above,
the EDT approach is “use-case agnostic”. For example, Park and Van der Aalst [PA21]
propose triggers based on constraint checking in their approach based on action-oriented
process mining. While this is practical for this particular use case, it may not be for another
purpose. We therefore expect an EDT to be open to (highly specialized) tools that are most
suitable for the respective use case [FLN21]. Based on the previous statements, we derive
key challenges and requirements to be considered when designing the EDT (Tab. 1).

Tab. 1: Key challenges and requirements

Key challenge/requirement References
(a) Represent all elements and connections of an organization [Ca20]

(b) Continuous assessment and optimization of the organization [Aa21a; AHW21; Ca20]

(c) Twinning / bi-directional data connection [Aa21a; Gr14; Jo20]

(d) Data and processes as basic representation of the organization or
underlying information system

[BP22; PW20]

(e) Historical and current data [AHW21; Ca20]

(f) Combination of human and machine intelligence [Aa21b;AHW21;BP22;
De19a; De19b]

(g) Tool-agnostic EDT [FLN21; Ri05]

4.2 Design of the EDT

According to the methodology described in Sect. 3, the next step is to derive meta-
requirements that aggregate the essential requirements of an EDT. Afterwards, design
principles are induced, which are used for the design of an EDT architecture.
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Meta-Requirements Aggregation. We cluster key challenges (a) and (d) as first meta-
requirement (MR1) since they both address the representation of the organization in the
EDT. (b), (c) and (e) affect (continuous) data transfer between “real” (in this case one
or more information system(s)) and virtual entity (EDT), considering both historical and
current data, thus leading to meta-requirement MR2. (f) addresses the involvement of
humans in the EDT, significantly inspired by the concept of HI and resilient DTs, resulting
in meta-requirement MR3. The idea of a (method- and) tool-agnostic EDT (g) is a result of
the generic notion of the EDT, and forms the last meta-requirement (MR4).

Tab. 2: Design principles, meta-requirements and key challenges

Design principle Meta-requirement Addresses
key
challenge(s)

DP1 Consider data and processes on dif-
ferent abstraction levels

MR1 Adequate representation of
the organization with data and pro-
cesses

a, d

DP2 Use data exchange interfaces sup-
porting batch and continuous proce-
dure calls

MR2 (Continuous) data transmis-
sion, considering both historical and
current data

b, c, e

DP3 Enable 1) fully manual, 2) fully
automated, and 3) hybrid decision-
making

MR3 Decision-making including
Hybrid Intelligence

f

DP4 Provide adequate generic interfaces
for tools to access business and pro-
cess data

MR4 Method- and tool-agnostic
EDT

g

Design Principles Induction. In the following, the induction of DPs is described. They
provide the basis for the design of the EDT architecture. Since the design of the EDT should
consciously not be dependent on a specific use case, we propose a representation of the
processes on different levels of abstraction, i.e. instance and model level [KK02; We12];
addressing MR1. On the one hand, one would want to investigate single executions of a case,
e.g., for purposes of compliance checking [We17], while on the other hand an aggregated
(“managerial”) level of abstraction, e.g., for calculation of performance measures, is needed
[DA05]. Consequently, this leads to design principle DP1, which aims for consideration
of data and processes on different abstraction levels. To fulfill meta-requirement MR2, we
propose an EDT with interfaces to the respective information systems (in and out), capable
of both batch (for historical data) and continuous data transmission (DP2). Meta-requirement
MR3 deals with HI to involve humans, either as part of decision-making (AI in the loop
of human intelligence) or to train AI (human in the loop of AI). However, since a DT
must still be able to make autonomous decisions [Aa21a], there should be several options
for decision-making or “intervention in reality”. We therefore propose 1) fully automated
decision-making, 2) fully manual decision-making by humans, and 3) decision-making
using HI, thus defining DP3. Next to meta-requirement MR2, the idea of a method- and
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tool-agnostic EDT, as described in meta-requirement MR4, is still more of a challenge
than a requirement. A method- and tool-agnostic EDT should at least provide reasonable
generic interfaces so the respective tools can benefit from the data and processes available
in the EDT (DP4). However, the continuous development of a number of special interfaces
tailored to the respective tools would be better. For example, this would be conceivable in
an open source setting. Tab. 2 shows the derived DPs, the underlying meta-requirements,
and key challenges.

instance level

model level

Information
Systems stream

A B C

A1 B1 C 1

A2 C 2

A3 C 3

2

1 1

event level

{
“avg_throughput_time”: “42 s”,
“frequency”: 3,
“events”: [

{ “id”: “c1”, ... },
...

]
} aggregation level

{
“id”: “c3”,
“timestamp”: “2019-09-26 …”,
“user”: “alice”,
...

}

AI/ML

tools

BPM
BI

batch

Fig. 2: Enterprise Digital Twin

Modeling the EDT. Based on the DPs, we create a generic, high-level architecture of
the EDT. It essentially consists of three parts: (1) the EDT itself, (2) a human-in-the-loop
and tool part, and (3) the information system(s) representing the organization. As DP1
prescribes, the EDT should contain different abstraction levels so that different needs are
addressed. Process instances are stored on an instance level, with events containing detailed
information, e.g., a document containing a document ID or name of the responsible user.
These process instances can be aggregated (model level), i.e., a process model is created,
with activities containing aggregated data such as frequency or throughput time. The EDT
is fed with data from the information system(s). This is possible via batch (“one-time shot”
with potentially high data volume) and/or event stream (data is produced and transferred
continually). In Fig. 2, this is indicated by two parallel processing pipelines (DP2). The
“way back” to the information systems is accomplished via tool integration (DP3). DP3
and DP4 are realized via what we called human-in-the-loop and tool part. As described in
Sect. 4.1, decision-making (and the like) should not be integrated into EDT, but outsourced
to tools. This prevents us from reinventing the wheel (just for the sake of integrating it
into the EDT) and leaves this job to tools that are more suitable. Since humans can also be
involved in decision-making, the human-in-the-loop was integrated in the architecture. In
this case, the human interacts with the tool(s) such as an AI or a business intelligence tool.
Furthermore, the architecture also allows only the human (i.e., fully manual; e.g., by taking
an action via the user interface of an information system) and only the machine/tool (i.e.,
fully automated; e.g., via a system interface such as BAPIs2 in SAP) to make decisions.

2 BAPI: Business Application Programming Interface; a standardized API for SAP business objects
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Tab. 3: Design decisions derived from design principles

DP(s)
DD1 Property graph as target data structure for process instance graphs using a

graph database
DP1

DD2 Instance aggregation algorithm for construction of process models DP1

DD3 Data extraction component allowing batch and continuous extraction of
accounting data from an ERP system

DP2

DD4 Bulk importer for initial batch imports; message queue for processing data
streams

DP2

DD5 REST interface for accessing business and process data DP3, DP4

5 Evaluation

The goal of the case study is the concrete application of the design principles and the
resulting reference architecture for EDTs as a basis for the development of a software artifact.
The prototype created is used to analyze double payments in companies. A double payment
is the case when a company pays the full equivalent more than once for a delivery or service
[BRW11]. Obviously, double payments pose risks for businesses as they increase costs and
reduce profits. The prototypical implementation is based on concrete, implementable DDs
derived from the DPs (see Tab. 3).

With SAP S/4HANA, we chose a widely used ERP system as “object of investigation”.
For data extraction, a Java-based component was developed, supported by the SAP Java
Connector3 (DD3), which provides an API that enables Java applications to communicate
with SAP systems via SAP’s Remote Function Call (RFC) protocol. For continuous data
streaming, Apache Kafka4 (and Confluent5) is used (DD4). Neo4j6 serves as a graph
database for the persistence of the process instance graphs (DD1). Batch import of historical
data is accomplished via the Neo4j Bulk Importer7 (DD4). Aggregation of instances to
process models is performed by a Java-based tool that can generate directly-follows graphs
(DD2) and provides a REST API (DD5) for business data (document/event level) and
process data (event log).

For double payment analysis, mostly journal entry documents are needed. In SAP, journal
entries are stored in table BKPF; journal entry items can be found in table BSEG. Fig. 3
shows the data extraction part of the prototypical implementation described above, i.e., the
path from the SAP source system to the process instances in Neo4j.

3 https://support.sap.com/en/product/connectors/jco.html

4 https://kafka.apache.org/documentation/

5 https://docs.confluent.io/platform/current/quickstart/ce-docker-quickstart.html

6 https://neo4j.com, https://github.com/neo4j-contrib/neo4j-streams
7 https://neo4j.com/developer/guide-import-csv/#batch-importer

https://support.sap.com/en/product/connectors/jco.html
https://kafka.apache.org/documentation/
https://docs.confluent.io/platform/current/quickstart/ce-docker-quickstart.html
https://neo4j.com
https://github.com/neo4j-contrib/neo4j-streams
https://neo4j.com/developer/guide-import-csv/#batch-importer
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Fig. 3: Part of the prototypical implementation

Our EDT-based application supports the user in detecting double payments. An AI-based
tool (an external tool in the sense of the EDT) suggests potential double payments to the
user. This is done in form of a list of double payment candidates, each associated with a
probability of being a double payment. Based on their (business) experience, the user can
assess and judge whether it is a double payment. By rating a double payment case, the
user not only trains the AI and thus continuously improves it, but also manages the double
payment cases. Since this involves interventions in a critical business system, a reclaim
from the supplier or the cancellation of completed double payments does not take place
automatically, but through manual actions by the user. The interaction of the user with the
AI (training/judgement) and the decision-making support by the AI are good examples
of human-in-the-loop. By rating individual candidates, the AI model adapts and with it
the probability of the cases. The case study showed that an implementation based on the
EDT architecture and the underlying design principles is feasible. Furthermore, a concrete
application of the developed prototype was shown.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this research paper we showed how DTs can be realized based on a generic EDT
architecture. Based on the initial requirements, design principles were determined using
design principles induction, which served as the basis for the EDT architecture (RQ1).
Using the proposed architecture and the design decisions derived from the DPs, we created
a prototype and implemented a real use case (RQ2). Obviously this paper is not without
limitations and provides a first step towards a generic and high-level, tool-agnostic EDT. One
of the probably biggest challenges was already mentioned in Sect. 4.2: the data exchange
with information systems is difficult to generalize, since each system has different, often
proprietary interfaces [FLN21]. The same applies to the interfaces of the tools. This is
where the OpenPACO (Open Platform for Analytics & Compliance Operations) project
comes into play. It aims to close the gap between business information systems such as ERP
systems and analytics or modeling tools. The goal is an open-source platform that can be
constantly extended with new interfaces to source and target systems. This paper forms a
basis for further activities in this context.
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